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Messrs. Adams & Co.

Are the INVENTORS, PATENTEES and

MANUFACTURERS of the following exceedingly

popular HIGH-CLASS HAND CAMERAS x

The "Adams de Luxe,"

The "Adams Reflex,"

The Adams "Yale,"

The Stereoscopic "Yale,"

The Adams "Natti,"
(The neat and small J-pI. pocket Camera.)

ADAMS & CO., «^
26, Charing Cross Road, LONDON, W.C.

Telephone: 5387 GERRARD.

Telegraphic Address.- " PYRO, LONDON.
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BENETFINK

LiCHTNlMC
HAND CAMERAS,

RELIABLE
IN ACTION.

NO
COWIPLICATIONS.

EASY
TO USE.

NONE

GENUINE

WITHOUT

LIGHTNING") OUR

LABEL.

AS USED IN THE

BOER WAR

i PLATE SIZE.

£2 2
£3 8 6
£4 8
£7 7

Net.

BENETFINK'S

LlCHTNlNC

SPECIMEN
PRINT

POST
FREE,

HAND CAMERAS
GIVE UNIVERSAL SATISFACTION. Thousands In Use.

CATALOGUES
Post Free. CHEAPSIDE. LONDON
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The *'YALE" series are stronerly recommended for Poreigrn and
Colonial Work, and are manufactured solely by ADAMS & CO.

Adams "YALE."
THE **YALE" IS EVERYBODY'S FAVOURITE.

IMPROVED 1901 PATTERNS IN 4^x3^ and 5x4 SIZES.

No. 1 PATTERN,
J-pl. size,

" YaleS *' have no awkward projections. Handle is on top,

also shutter and focusing fittings, these being below height'of

handle. Illustrations show Camera resting upon side, in order
better to show fittings.

£5 5.
No. 4 PATTERN,

5X4 size,

£7 17 6.
Perfect for Cycling:
Nothing: to rattle

or s^et out of order.

J-pl., 8ix4|x4|, and weighs about 2|lbS., complete with sheaths,

f-pl., 9ix5ix5i „ ,, 4 lbs.

THE Yale are an exceeding fine series of Cameras, noted for their first-class quality, and
their reasonableness of cost. They contain all the latest improvements, and are an em-

bodiment of all that is useful and good in Hand Cameras to date, and are strongly recommended.
It is with every confidence in their merits that we introduce them to the public as simple,

reliable, and convenient instruments ; capable of producing high-class work, with the least

possible inconvenience of manipulation.
They are thoroughly well made, and very neatly finished in best quality hard-grained black

leather, and owe their great popularity to their extreme simplicity and reliability. They
are small and light, and very full value for money.

Lens.—A good high-class Rapid Rectilinear working to F 8, and fitted with Iris diaphragms.

This is one of the best Rectilinear Lenses made, and gives splendid definition and depth
of focus.

Shutter.—The new " ADAMS," a metal Shutter of high efficiency, working in diaphragm
slot at various speeds from ^ to one-hundredth of a second, as well as ordinary time
exposures. Such useful speeds as i, \, or ^ cannot be accurately obtained with most
Shutters,but can with an " ADAMS." Neither is there any trouble with setting speeds,

all that is necessary being to place the indicator to speed required. Protector is supplied,

so that Shutter can be set without exposing plate. It is fitted with our patent pneumatic
regulation, which is wholly of metal. This is a new and extremely perfect Shutter,

introduced in 1901 for the first time.

Finders.—Two brilliant Daza. The " ADAMS " can be fitted, if desired, at 7/6 extra.

Plates.—Takes 12 plates or films, 4^x3^. (The 12 sheaths supplied take either plates or

films. If to take 24 films and 12 plates, the cost will be 6/- extra for the 24 sheaths.

If to take 24 films and no plates, only 3/- extra.)

Changringr^—The famous Yale infallible system.

Focusing:.—Focusses from 2 yards to Infinity. Can be fitted to Tripod both ways.
Levels.—A pair of these can be accurately fitted at a cost of 7/6, if required.

Price, No. 1, £6 6s. Od.; or if Cash with order, £B 5S. Od. net.

„ No. 4, £9 10s. Od.; „ „ £7 17s. 6d. „

Nos. 2 and 3, are best quality patterns, and have COOKE Lens (F6*5), Rising Fronts,

ADAMS Finders, Rack, and Pinion Focusing; and the No. 3 has ADAMS Rising
Finders.

No. 2, J pi., £12 ; or if Cash with order, £10 lOS. Od. net.

No. 3, |-pl., £17 17s. Od.; „ £^B 15s. Od. „
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WRITE FOR
BOOKLET,

TRADE MARK

GRATIS.

tabloid'"-

Pbotograpblc

€bciiilcdl$

NO WEIGHING : NO MEASURING

NO WASTE : NO TROUBLE.

PORTABLE AND
INDISPENSABLE

FOR TOURISTS.

ALWAYS READY.

ALWAYS ACCURATE
ALWAYS RELL\BLE.

Sold by all chemists and dealers.

'Tabloid' Developers or Toning
Baths, complete. Is.; 'Tabloid*

Restrainers, etc., 6d.

Burrottdbs Ulellcomc and €>9„

Snow fiill Buildings, COnOOn, €.£.

f^
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COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY FOR ALL
New and Sitnplified Process.

(BARNAKU AXD GWEx\LO€K'S PATENTS.)

KROMRZ.
LOW PRICE.

A
PERFECT RESULTS.

C

THE simplicity of this Process, and the small cost of the necessary Apparatus,
combined with the beautiful results to be obtained, should make it essential

to every Photographer.
The Apparatus required consists of A, frame containing^ the set of colour screens

through which exposures are made ; B, the attachment which fits into the back of
Camera, and carries the colour screens and dark slide when making exposures

; C> the
chrome stereoscope, in which pictures are viewed to obtain the colour effects.

The Process can be worked on either i-plate or ^-plate Cameras, in which the focus-
ing adjustment is done from the front. In the smaller size 4 exposures are necessary ;

in the larger size only two exposures are required. The whole of the exposures are
made upon a J-plate, either one at a time or in pairs. The pairs of images may be made
with a pair of Lenses, or with one Lens, in conjunction with the Kromaz Mirrors.
The method of procedure is to take 2 pairs of images,— i pair through red and blue

screens, and i pair through green screens. From the 2 stereoscopic negatives,
positives are made, which when viewed in the Chromo Stereoscope reveal the
natural colours of the objects photographed with absolute fidelity.

Full instructions are given with each set.

PRICE LIST.
Kromaz Repeating Holder or Multiple Back, with set of Colour Screens £

for taking purposes *}

Half-plate Dark Slide fitted to the above 1
Kromaz Stereoscope for viewing Objects in their natural colours . . .

.

8
Set of Mirrors, enabling two stereoscopic images to be taken on a plate, using

only one Lens
Cabinet to contain Kromaz and twelve sets of views
Kromaz views

The above prices are net for Cash.

May be obtained of all Dealers in Photographic Apparatus, or of

W, WATSON & SONS,
313, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON; and

16, FORREST ROAD, EDINBURGH.

s.
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A.E.STALEY&CO.,
35, ALDERMANBURY, LONDON, E.C.,

Photographic Lens Manufacturers

a,xid XIVIPORTSRS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Importers of AMERICAN and other FOLDING,
CYCLIST'S, & MAGAZINE HAND CAMERAS

(THe RAY ana nVliIjARD).

Wholesale Representative of Messrs. BAUSCH & LOMB'S
celebrated

PHOTOGRAPHIC INSTANTANEOUS SHUTTERS,
THE DIAPHRAGM and UNICUM in Brass and Aluminium.

MICROSCOPES and Accessories,

Compensating EYE-PIECES and APOCHROMATIC OBJECTIVES.

TELEPHOTO LENSES.

KRAUSS-ZEISS UNAR, PLANAR, PROTAR, and SATZ LENSES,

Lenses for Process Work, Photogravure, etc.

ZEISS PRISMATIC FIELD-GLASSES.
KRAUSS-ZEISS and BAUSCH & LOMB'S make.

ALL SIZES IN STOCK.

MICROTOMES, CENTRIFUGES, VIEW-FINDERS, FOCUSING-GLASSES,

And General Optical Photographic Sundries.

PRICE LISTS OF ALL DEALERS.

A. E. STALEY & CO.
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You are not

UP TO DATE
if you have not yet tried the new

«« R0TOGRHPH •'

BROMIDE

PAPER.

5

What other people say:—
"W. Thomas, Esq.—" What has struck me about it

are the fine rich blacks and purity of the high lights
given— strength without hardness."

G. "Watmough Webster, Esq.—" It gives whites of

best purity and shadows of rich velvety blacks.''

W. Fenton Jones, Esq.— "It is one of the best
bromide papers 1 have used, having given the
most successful results."

Alexander Mackie, Esq.—" Have obtained entirely
satisfactory results in all the grades."

John H. Gear, F.R.P.8.—" The grade A is a very
excellent glossy paper, grade D and grade E possess
very pleasing surfaces, and, whilst being rapid, give
good density and pure high lights."

W. Ethelbert Henry, Esq., C.E.—" I find them
easily worked, the blacks being especially rich and
velvety, whilst the whites remain quite pure. I

like the paper very much indeed."

"The British Journal of Photogpraphy.'*—"The
papers appear to be prepared with great care, and
the quality of their productions should secure them
a large share of public patronage."

"The Photogram."—"We find them high-class
bromide papers, of great rapidity and cleanfiness in

working."
"The Amateur Photographer."—" The Rotary

Photographic Co.'s own experience in the
production of the enormous number of bromide
prints should be the best possible guarantee of the
efficiency of the paper which they themselves use."

" The Photographic News."—" Our results on this

paper have been eminently satisfactory, with an
absence ofany tendency to rustiness or green tones,
giving perfectly clear whites with rich oiacks."

" Photography."—" It appears to be a fairly rapid
richly coated bromide paper, giving with the greatest
ease a good vigorous print ol a warm black colour."

"The Photographic Dealer.'"-" From the experi-
ments we have made with this paper, we find it

most satisfactory. It gives brilliant prints, with
clear shades, and with a beautiful velvety black tone."

. . GRADES . .

MATT and QLOSSY.

F
If your Dealer

cannot give you

A TRIAL SAMPLE

Write direct, enclosing

6d. in Stamps, to

Works

:

West Drayton. 23, (nioorfieee>0, Bonaott, B.t.
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THE BEGINNER'S CHOICE

THE EXPERT'S FAVOURITE.
IN ORDER TO REALLY ENJOY

Photography
You must use a

(trade mark).

(The invariable choice of the fastidious.)

SEVEN
REASONS

WHY
2. THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION are the MOST PRACTICAL on the Market
3. THE FINISH is Luxurious and Refined ; Highly Polished Mahogany and Nickel.

4. THE RIGIDITY and STABILITY are remarkable. -

5. THE GREAT VARIETY OF ADJUSTMENTS, each admirably fulfilling its purpose.

e. THE MOST COMPACT SERIES OF CAMERAS EVER OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC.

7. BECAUSE the chief LONDON EXPERTS are agreed as to their remarkable value.
See their Remarks :

—

'* We venture to recommend those Cameras known as the ' Wizard.' The cheapest
and best of Cycle Cameras."—Q^/ik;i«M.

" We have examined these Cfameras, and find them all that the manufacturers claim
for them. - Especially worthy of note for their compactness, their finish, and their
elegance. The Cycle Wizard B. Sr. is absurdly cheap at £-i 3s."—Photo News.

** The Cycle Wizard B. Sr., one of the most compact and efficient little hand Cameras
we have had the pleasure of handling."—.<4wa/e«r Photographer.

Our Illustrated Catalogue will be sent on receipt of a Postal A ddress.

40 Styles and Sizes. 2 to 20 Guineas.
8EABR00K BROS. & CO., 21, Edmund Place, Aldersgate St., London,E.C.

(Sole Selling Agents Manhattan Optical Co.
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eaOETT
BEST ONLY.

HENRY SPEYER, Esq., writes:—

** Far ahead of any other manufacturer of

Lantern Plates
IN THE MARKET."

Same Prices as other makes.

Cadett P.O.P. 6d. Packets.
ALL TINTS.

CADETT & NEALL, U^
ASHTEAD, SURREY.

Pleate write for Price Lists, Booklets, etc.. Post Free.



Uniform with this Work, Price 1/- each.

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
CARBON PRINTING.
COLOUR PHOTOGRAPHY.
DEVELOPERS AND DEVELOPMENT.
ELEMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY.
EXPERIMENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
FIRST BOOK OF THE LENS.
MOUNTS AND FRAMES, AND HOW TO MAKE

THEM.
OZOTYPE.
PHOTO-QUATINT; OR THE GUM-BICHROMATE

PROCESS.
PHOTOGRAPHERS NOTE BOOK AND

CONSTANT COMPANION.
PLATINOTYPE PRINTING.
PLATINUM TONING.
PRACTICAL PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY. Part I.

PRACTICAL PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY. Part II.

SHORT CHAPTER ON ART PHOTOGRAPHY.
THE ART OF RETOUCHING.
THE PERFECT NEGATIVE.
WET COLLODION, AND HOW TO WORK IT.

I, Creed Lane, London, E.C.
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Ihornton-Picked
®L

"Amber"

Illustrated Catalogue Post Free,

AND
44 Ruby"
Cameras

are more

HANDY HAND CAIVIERAS
than many of the various patterns of
Box Cameras now on the market.

Whilst they are at the same time

PERFECT STAND CAIVIERAS.

RUBY'' as a Stereoscopic Camera;

the cheapest high-class Camera made.

NEW PATENT

''FOCAL PLANE'

HAND
CAMERA

with

SELF-ERECTING
FRONT.

Send for Partiailars.

The "Ruby" is

Three Cameras

in One.

Perfect as a Tripod

Camera,

Perfect as a Havd
Camera.

Perfect as a Stereo-

scopic Camera.

a Stand Camera, but may also be used as a Hand Camera,
shutter is attached to and forms part of the Camera.
Shutter folds up into the baseboard,
front has a large amount of Rise and Fall.

Camera is fitted with Vertical and Horizortal Swings
Back may be pushed right up to the front for use with Wide

Angle Lenses.
: Half-riate Camera Racks form 2| in. shortest focus, to is| in.

longest focus.
Camera has a double pinion, so that it may be racked from the
ongest to the shortest focus,

be arranged for Stereoscopic Work.
Workmanship is perfection, and unsurpassed in any other

Camera.

RTIBY " Outfit, including Camera, with turnable plate-holder
', time and instantaneous shutter, with speed indicator. Half-

Plate, £7 17s.

"AMBER" Outfit No. 1- including Camera, plate-
holder, stand, and Rapid Rectilinear Letis.

auarter-Plate, £5 5s. Half-Plate, £6 6s. 6d.
Whatever Camera you buy, insist upon its being fitted

with the World-renowned THORNTON-PICKARD
SHUTTER. Dont be put off with miitations wWch
are unreliable and fail at the critical moment.

The Thornton -Pickard Manfgr. Co., Ltd., Altrlncham.

To face last page oj matter.
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VELOX
VELOX
VELOX
VELOX
VELOX
VELOX
VELOX
VELOX
VELOX
VELOX
VELOX

is the ideal Printing Paper ^ **

can be printed by daylight «* ^

i* ^can be printed by gaslight

can be printed by lamplight ^ ^

can be developed in full gaslight

gives soft artistic effects ^ ^ ^

keeps good for years ^ ^ ^ ^

gives

for

for

permanent

quality ^

uniformity

prints wit wir 4^

^ ^ ^ ii^ ^ *i^

^ ^ ji ^ s ^

can be had from all dealers ^ ^

Jo/ifi J. OriffI(H 6* So^s. LxE
Ttitgrams. GRAnne

LonDOm '

We will always
PVEAiEO TO Cive ANY
ADDITIONAL l«FO*^nATlO

2o-26 Sardimia St.

LIA^COLNS \t\Y\ FIELDS
LONDON,
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HAND CAMERA.

THE MOST PERFECT
UNIVERSAL CAMERA
KNOWN. . . .

Open ready for use as a Hand Camera.

Adapted alike to any kind of

Hand or Stand Work.

THE ONLY CAMERA

OF ITS CLASS.

#
^ (perfect ™«

|

h Snap Shots, g
^ Portraiture Ya

^ and Groups, ^
^ Landscape ^
% and Seascape, ^
^ Architectural %
I

Work,
I

i
Copying,

I Q HOUGHTON & SON,
J Enlarging. ^

*

Showing Baseboard dropped out of the way
when used with a Wide Angle Lens.

Descriptive and Itlustrated Boolclet

on Application.

^'^T^T^T^'m^'m 88 & 89, High Holborn, W.C.
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Medals and Highest Awards at all Great Exhibitions.

An absolutely Unrivalled Selection of High-Class

R0S5.ZEIS5 and

ROSS^QOERZ

PbotoarapDic Censes-
EXTRA RAPID, RAPID, MEDIUM, & WIDE ANGLE.

TO SUIT EVERY POSSIBLE REQUIREMENT OF

Professional and Amateur Photographers
and Process Workers,

ALSO FOR TAKING AND PROJECTING
CINEMATOGRAPH PICTURES.

PRICE LISTS AND ESTIMATES FREE.

ROSS, Ltd., Ill, New Bond St., LONDON, W.
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WRAY'S LENSES.

THE PLATYSTICMAT.
One of the finest of Modern Anastigmatic Lenses*

Real intensity f/y. Nominal f/8.

c!as?S)

A Rapid,

A Wide Angle,
and

A Single Lens

combined.

Actual Size of 7-in. Platystigrrat.

IRapib anb Mibe angle IRectiUnear Xcneee.
SPECIAL R. E. LENSES FOR HAND CAMERAS,

from 3| to 7-in. focus.

LANTERN PROJECTION LENSES,
CINEIYIATOGRAPH LENSES.
Illustrated Price List FREE.

Illustrated Catalogue of Telescopes, Microscopes, Field and Marine Glasses, etc.,

for Stamp,

i«r. iHfRAY, ©ptician,

59, NORTH HILL, HIGHCATE, LONDON, N.
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DALLMEYER For

Lenses.

STIGMATIC LENSES, Series I. 7,.

STIGMATIC LENSES,
Series IL ^/e 3 foci.

STIGMATIC LENSES,
Series III. ^t-s-

PORTRAIT LENSES, //

F/ F/ F/ F/
/2-2» /3-16> /«) /6«

TELEPHOTO LENSES. //^V^//
RAPID RECTILINEARS. y/ ^^^ (^ ,

^^^^^^^ CAMERAS

WIDE ANGLE //^^Cf *^
LENSES. //J^Sr ,

STUDIO

IN ALL PATTERNS,

NEW LONQ

Speciality in BRASS

Kf^// BOUND WORK
CINEMATOGRAPH// ^^ ^ // for Tropical use

LENSES. //J^^ j^
TELEScoFEs//^^^ // FOCUS CAMERA.

^// DALLMEYER HAND CAMERA
(Long P^xtension).

The

"POPULAR" HAND CAMERA.

Send for

Catalogue,

DALLMEYER'S
NEW NATURALIST CAMERA,

With Telephoto Lens and Mirror Focusing.

ESTIMATES and ADVICE FREE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION to FOREIGN and COLONIAL ORDERS.

Optical Manufactory: 25, NEWMAN ST., LONDON, W.
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Series III.

//6-5

(ooKE Jen?
Series V.

f/&

with full aperture, give critically fine definition right

up to the margins of their plates, and will cover larger

plates, as wide angle lenses, when stopped down.

They are free from distortion, from spherical and

chromatic aberrations, from astigmatism and curved

field, from flare, ghost, and other common defects of

lenses.

They are nicely proportioned, more accurately made,

and better finished than any other lenses.

They are more compact, and weigh much less than

other anastigmats, and cost less.

Ask for the Cooke Booklet.

jAYioi^jAyLOi^^fiop^orl.

bTouGHTON Street Works. LEICESTER.
AND 18 Berners Street, LONDON. W.
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M.P.C.

I \/Pk Mechanical

1 y t Plate=Changing Cameras.

With or without Focusing.

QUICK, SIMPLE, and ACCURATE in the Plan of Changing.

High-Grade Leather Covering ana Finish throughout.

VIVE Lenses are Unequalled.
Before buying elsewhere, send for

our Illustrated Art Catalogue—Free.

VIVE eaMERH e©.,
(Manufacturers of Cameras and all kinds of Photographic Supplies.)

LONDON: 32, Rei^ent House, Reg-ent Street, 'W.

NEW YORK: Home Office, Chicago, Boston.
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Di
WpROCRESS ^K' PERfECTlON'fSJ

^.i. THE WORLDS
'f^

HANUFACTURERS & "^Sd^^^
EXPORTERS OF THE BIOSCOPE'
KING OF ANIMATED PICTURE MACHINES'

.. THE'BIOKftM' -'-"•

^0^ "THEIDFALCINEMATOCDAPH FOR THE HOME"

the'WARWICK' FILMS
"THE HIGHEST STANDARD OF UP-TO-DATE SUBJECTS"

THE'WARWICK'CINEMATOGRAPH ,

. FILM STOCK* '' ^^
SUPERIOR IN ALL ESSENTIAL QUALITIES"

THE 'URBAN' ELECTRIC ARC LAMP
CJ9 J9 "THE HIGHEST TYPE OF EFFICIENCY " if jg

THE BEST & LATEST MODELS OF LIME-LIGHTJETS,
LANTERNS. AND EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO THE

• ANIMATED PICTURE TRADES •

WARWICK TRADING

C

UIMITED 1

IN°J 4 & 5. WARWICK COURT,
|

HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. I
MANAGING

^/A?EC10^

a
PRICe-LISTS Si CATALOGUES I^VHU^B

^ SEINT ON APPLICATION. jr.^—

^
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THE CHEAPSIDE HAND CAMERA.
1900 Models Greatly Improved.

This well-known camera I have

this season improved by fitting same
with 2 Sunk Levels, improved form of

Iris to Lens ; adjustment to Shutter,

and also 2 Bushes, to enable same
to be used on Tripod in horizontal

or vertical position. The body is

covered in morocco leather, holding

12 plates, 2i X 4i, automatically

changed by simply turning lever at

side, exposed plates being recorded

by indicator at back of camera.

Shutter can be adjusted from I'loth

to I •60th of a second.

Fitted with Rapid Achromatic View Lens and Iris

M „ „ M „ » .. 3i X si. 6 Plates

„ ,, Rapid Rectilinear and Iris Pneumatic Release to Shutter

26/-

18/e

55/«

JAPANNED METAL LANTERN.
With 3-wick Re-
fulgent Lamp, 4-m
Condenser, and
Acromatic Front
Objective with
Rack and Pinion
Adjustment
(which is also

useful for taking
i-plate portraits).

In Box Complete,
18/-

Ditto Russian Iron,

21/-
4-wick lamps in-

stead of 3wick,
2/- extra.

Junior Lantern Sets.

Well-finished Russian Iron Magic Lantern.
Fitted with Oil Lamp, Reflector, Sliding

Tubes to Lens, with 12 Coloured Slides,

assorted subjects, complete in handsome
case:—

No. 3/6

6/-

7/6

9/6

Postage 6d.

7d.

9d.

9d.
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Half-Plate Camera.

Including Three Mahogany Double

Dark Slides, the ^-plate slides being

fitted with Carriers for J-plates, Clips

at sides, and Hinged Shutters.

Rapid Rectilinear Lens, with

Iris Diaphragms, 3-fold

Sliding Leg Stand.. .. 47/6

Camera only and i .Slide . . 25/-

„ „ 3 Slides 31/-

E.O.& 118, Cheapside and Milk Street,
Please send for Illustrated liistB Free.
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NATURAL COLOUR
PHOTOGRAPHY.

(SANGER SHEPHERD PROCESS.)
A simple, inexpensive, and reliable process based upon SOUnd scientific principles,

for obtaining photographs of any object in its natural colours, laichtully reproducing
every shade and tint, in a manner absolutely satisfying to the eye. Every detail of
the process has been worked out in accordance with accurate measurements without
which no successful results can be obtained. With the measured colour filters,

not only crude primaries but the most delicate and subtle compound colours, can be
reproduced with ease.
No complicated viewing instrument to get out of order ; no special lantern required,

as the slides can be seen in the hand either by day or artificial light. There are no
lines or dots to irritate the eye. No expensive viewing screen required for each
slide. The slides are perfectly transparent, and brilliant pictures can be shown on a
ic-foot screen with Limelight, or up to 20-feet with the Electric Light. A number of

examples are always on view at our premises.

NATURAL COLOUR LANTERN SLIDES, STEREOSCOPIC VIEWS, and all

APPARATUS and MATERIAL for working the process NOW READY.

MEASURED LIGHT FILTERS FOR THE THREE-COLOUR PROCESS.
(Medal Royal Photographic Society, 1899.)
Square or Circular, i to 6 inches diameter.

SOLE MAKERS OF

THE CADETT ABSOLUTUS AND CILVUS LIGHT FILTERS
For the SPECTRUM Plate.

Giving Photographs which represent the luminosity of all colours exactly as seen by
the eye. All sizes, Square or Circular.

CAPS & FITTINGS stocked in SEVERAL PATTERNS. See Circulars.

DARK ROOM LANTERNS IN THREE FORMS.
For Oil, Gas, or Incandescent Electric Light, fitted with 10 by 8 safe Light for the

Spectrum Plate. 12s. 6d.

SPECIAL AGENTS FOR THE CADETT

SPECTRUM PLATE.
QUARTER PLATE to 15 x 12 always in stock.

THE SANGER SHEPHERD UNIVERSAL DEVELOPER.
Sample Tube with Booklet on Development, Post free, 7 stamps.

ORTHOCHROMATIC LIGHT FILTERS OR SCREENS for all brands of plates.
CAMERAS FOR ALL PURPOSES. PHOTO SPECTROSCOPES.

CAMERAS AND LIGHT FILTERS FOR PHOTOMICROGRAPHY.
DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULARS ON APPLICATION.

SANGER SHEPHERD & CO.,
Manufacturers of Scientific Apparatus, Cameras and Stands, Rotating Sectors,

Instruments for the Measurement of Light and Colour, Speed Determination, Sc.
Factory and Offices : 5, 6, & 7, GRAY'S INN PASSAGE, RED LION STREET,

HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
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ILLINGWORTH'S

ENLARGEMENTS
are the BEST that can be made,
and MOST leading Photographers

know it, but we want ALL leading

Photographers to know it, and
therefore ask you to kindly send

Post Card for our NEW PRICE
LIST of all PHOTOGRAPHIC
WORK and some rare good things.

SPECIAL ATTENTION
aiVEN TO

URGENT
ORDERS,

and NO DELAYS.

THOS. ILLINGWORTH & CO.,
THE PHOTO WORKS,

WILLESDEN JUNCTION,

LONDON, N.W.
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DEVELOPING
° PRINTING

FILMS or PLATES,
We have the most complete plant for obtaining the

best results from all exposures, and there are NO
VEXATIOUS DELAYS. RESULTS WITHIN A WEEK.
All spools received by 1 1 a.m., developed same day

as received.

LANTERN SLIDES
of magnificent quality by the Wet Collodion Process.

SILVER PRINTING.

PLATINOTYPE PRINTING.

PRICE LIST with pleasure.

THOS. ILLINGWORTH & CO.,

THE PHOTO WORKS,

WILLESDEN JUNCTION,

LONDON, N.W.
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PHOTO-AQUATiNT;
OR,

THE GUM BICHROMATE PROCESS OF PRINITNG

IN PIGMENT WITHOUT TRANSFER.

CHAPTER I.

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS.

A NEW method of printing which has attracted con-

siderable attention at recent exhibitions of the Photo-

graphic Salon is destined in all probability to exercise

an important influence upon the future of pictorial photo-

graphy.

If not altogether new in principle it is so in its applica-

tion, for the very qualities which caused it to be cast aside

at the time of its original inception as worthless, or at least

impracticable, are those towards which the feeling of modern

art in photography is undoubtedly tending.

Inquiries concerning the method of production of the

prints in bichromated pigment without transfer which have

been exhibited at the last three exhibitions of the Photo-

graphic Salon have been so numerous that it has been

thought that a description of the process would prove of value

to those who desire to work it.
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The object of these papers will be to examine briefly the

historical aspects of the question, to show the distinctive

qualities and value of the new method of treatment, and to

give concise directions concerning the preparation of the

paper, the materials employed, and the methods of using

them. Some notes also will be added on the subject of

similar systems, such as the papier velours or direct printing

in carbon, known as the Artigue process.

Until quite recently, the quality desired by all photo-

graphers alike, whether for scientific or for pictorial purposes,

was a printing medium which should reproduce in its

minutest details, and with the greatest fidelity to the varying

degrees of gradation, a counterpart or positive image of the

negative. There was no distinction made between work

which was intended for scientific exactness and that which

aimed at artistic ends. Whatever retouching, or working

upon, the negative might receive, no such liberty of modifi-

cation was considered lawful in the case of the resulting

print. The effect of light acting mechanically through

the various densities, aided though it might be by skilful

manipulation, or hand work, upon the negative, was to be

alone responsible for the ultimate result. Possibly the very

difficulty of altering the deposit on the printing surfaces,

which in nearly all cases is the result of chemical reactions,

was to some extent a reason for the continued conservatism.

Besides this, there was the fast-rooted prejudice in favour

of glossy and brilliant surfaces, and it was not until the

fashion changed, and rough papers came in, that departures

were tolerated in the direction of a less faithful reproduction

in counterpart of the original image. Some of the earliest

and most radical innovations in this respect were perhaps
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those which permitted selective development when cold-bath

platinotype was introduced. With this paper, by means of

the staying action of glycerine and other devices, it may be

said that any amount of modification, from absolute oblitera-

tion to varying degrees of depth of half tone and shadow, is

possible, and in the most skilled hands not impracticable.

That general feeling amongst those photographers

who devote themselves to pictorial work is distinctly in

favour of the utmost latitude in modification is hardly to be

denied. The growth of such a feeling has been gradual

indeed—so gradual that the transition has come about

almost without our being aware of it, but it is unquestionable

that methods and practices which were held in horror

but a very few years back are now not only tolerated but

encouraged. That the advocates of what is erroneously

called pure photography may be shocked and displeased is

probable, but they cannot stop the flowing tide. With the

growth of pretensions towards individuality as opposed to

mechanism, towards evidence of personal artistic feeling as

opposed to uncontrolled machine-made pictures, it would

seem that as a pictorial process pure photography no longer

suffices to satisfy. It had arrived perhaps at its acme, pro-

ficiency in attaining that standard had become compara-

tively easy, and there was no alternative to monotonous

correctness but a latitude and freedom in treatment which

should set up a type of excellence to be judged on other

grounds than that of mere dexterity.

The prevailing idea of photographic exhibitions in former

days was that they were organised chiefly for the instruction

and encouragement of the photographer. The outside

public in search of the beautiful was scarcely considered at
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all. Hence it was that an important feature in the cata-

logue was the description of the processes employed, and

visitors were supposed to be greatly interested in knowing

whether the results shown were due to purely mechanical

means, or whether the personal agency of the worker had

been employed to modify them. Nowadays an exhibition

of pictorial photography is addressed in a greater degree to

the general art-loving public, which neither knows nor cares

how the various processes of photography have been applied

to produce the picture, but is interested only in the beauty

or otherwise of the result. With this change of idea the

encouragement of the inexperienced amateur by means of

medals and awards obviously also falls to the ground. It

is beginning to be understood that visitors to exhibitions

are really not in the least interested in the opinion of two

or three gentlemen, and the laurels they may bestow on a

certain number of exhibits which they may consider to be

better than others. What the visitor goes for is to find

subject for admiration, and also in many cases to buy.

The Photographic Salon was the first to encourage pur-

chases, and it is due to its exhibitions that the present high

prices are given. This is indeed a very tangible evidence

of public feeling. It is for the public to judge. If it does

not approve the results which may be produced they will

become of no value and drop out of the race. At the pre-

sent moment it is undoubtedly in sympathy with the new

order of ideas.

In reviewing the revolutionary spirit which appears to

prevail in modern pictorial photography, we are insensibly

'ed to the consideration how far a method which professedly

gives a great latitude to the worker may be said to be
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legitimate, if we still wish to preserve the spirit of photo-

graphy ; that is to say, whether the epithet /z>5/;7^^ may be

more justly applied in an adverse sense than in the case of

other practices in the production of prints and negatives

which are universally allowed. A full examination of the

arguments on either side, which have been so frequently

debated, would lead us for the moment too far, and we pro-

pose to revert to this question in our concluding chapter.

But it is at least reasonable to point out that we ought to be

logically consistent, and it would be illogical to condemn

practices which may be used with advantage in photo-aqua-

tinting, and at the same time to condone similar methods

of which all photographers avail themselves.



CHAPTER II.

A BRIEF HISTORICAL RETROSPECT.

' I "HE earliest notions of the properties of light on bichro-

mates in contact with organic matter appear to have

started with Vauquelin at the end of last century. In

1839 and 1840 Mungo Ponton and Becquerel certainly

produced prints, the latter using starch, with which, in com-

bination with iodine, he obtained a fine blue colour ; and in

1853 Fox Talbot, and after him Pretsch and Poitevin, appear

for the first time to have utilised the action of bichromate

in rendering gelatine insoluble after exposure to light.

We get nearer to our most modern system in the results

obtained by Poitevin, and in him we must recognise the

first who printed by means of bichromated gum or gelatine,

in which he put coloured matters. There is a long distance,

however, from the discoverer of the power of steam in a

boiling kettle to the inventors of the steam engine and rail-

way system, and so we have to acknowledge the important

modifications of Swan as having had the most influence on

the system of carbon or autotype printing, which has

obtained (in .its perfection, it may be said) for now over

thirty years. The name of Pouncy must also be men-

tioned, not only as a pioneer, but as one whose process,

similar to that of Poitevin, and perhaps derived from it, is,

in essentials, the system of gum-bichromate printing or

Aquatint^ which we propose to fully describe in these papers.
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In connection with the general subject a brief note must

suffice to allude to the kindred system known as the

powder or dusting-on process, in which the colouring matter

is applied to the chromated film after exposure. This

method was known to Poitevin, and appears first to have

been practically used in France about the year 1858.

Exhibitions were not so common in days gone by as they

are now, and the results of the work of those we have

mentioned and of others were shown probably at meetings

of learned societies. Carbon prints produced by the Swan

or transfer system reigned supreme afterwards at the leading

exhibitions for many years, and it was not until attention

was drawn to the error of the hitherto universally accepted

teaching that the film could only be successfully attacked

for purposes of development from the back^ and the absolute

proof of the error by the introduction of Artigue's /^//Vr

velours, that pictures by the revived and perfected system

began to be shown. Mr. RouilM-Ladeveze was the first to

exhibit pictures on hand-coated paper at the exhibition of

the Photo Club de Paris in 1894, and at the London Salon

of that year the same pictures were shown, and with them

others by the writers of these papers. The beautiful results

obtained on Artigue paper by Monsieur Puyo, at the same

time, astonished and puzzled the quid-7tuncs, and at the

exhibitions of the two following years not only were there

several other pictures by the direct method (some detected

and others passing unsuspected as platinotype or ordinary

carbon work), but even at the exhibition of the Royal

Photographic Society very perfect examples on Artigue

paper contributed to clench the demonstration of the fallacy

that development by transfer was an absolute necessity if
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the half tones were to be retained. The dogma will no

doubt disappear in new editions of the text-books, and no

longer form the opening remark at lectures. It has died

hard, however, and, to the last, photographic scientific

writers of eminence, or at least of prominence, have

continued to deny that an error has been involved. It is

perhaps, after all, only a question of terms. For ourselves

we are content unhesitatingly to assert that bichromate or

carbon paper can be coated and developed directly from the

front, and is capable of giving in this manner the most

delicate half-tones, equal in every respect and superior in

some, to those which can be made by the transfer system.

And this is the exact contrary to what has been taught unti.

recently. The case was oddly enough a repetition of the

famous problem concerning a fish in a globe of water which

King Charles propounded to his philosophers, but a strange

one in the present days of universal investigation.*

As we propose to go little into the theory of the sub-

ject, we need only briefly allude, for the information of

those to whom it is altogether new, to the underlying

principle of all systems of colloid bichromate printing.

This principle resides in the fact that if a mixture of a

bichromate salt in solution and some colloid substance

—

such as, for instance, gum, gelatine, or starch—is prepared

and applied to the surface intended to hold the impression,

such parts as are allowed to be acted upon by light become

insoluble in proportion to the amount of light acting upon

them and are fixed on the support, the unaltered portions

* Artigue paper was first publicly demonstrated in 1889, some years
previous to an American system described in the photographic journals
which was copied from it. It was practically unknown in England until

1894.
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lemaining capable of being washed or dissolved away. If

we add a colouring matter to the mixture this also will, of

course, remain on the support. It follows, therefore, that

we may, for example, coat a piece of paper with a mixture

say, of gum, bichromate of potash, and red ochre. We may

then place this prepared paper under a negative through

which, on exposure, the light will act in varying degrees

according to the nature of the negative image. The un-

acted on portions being then dissolved away in water, a

positive or counterpart appears, and the free bichromate

being removed the colouring matter remains attached to the

paper, held there by the insolubilised gum, thus forming an

inalterable picture, as permanent as the paper or support on

which it lies.



CHAPTER III.

MATERIALS USED IN THE PROCESS.

The Paper, the Gum and Sensitising Solutions, Colours,

Brushes, etc.

T T must be borne in mind that in the preparation of the

paper which we are about to describe, the characteristic

at which we are aiming is not that of such a film as is

deposited by Artigue's process. With the latter undoubtedly

an extreme dehcacy of half-tint and certain admirable,

though quasi-mechanical, qualities can be obtained.

Treated in the ordinary way, the reproduction from a nega-

tive is, on Artigue's papier velours, as mechanical an opera-

tion, and one which may be as rapidly carried out, as any

other printing-by-development process. It is amenable cer-

tainly to various modifications, but with these we need not

occupy ourselves for the moment. The charm and principal

value of a printing medium prepared in the manner which

we shall describe are in the adaptability by the artist himself

to his moods and requirements. There will always remain

with each worker a special character of his own. One may

prefer to assimilate and make the most of this or that

quality, another of another ; and so numerous are the modi-

fications which may be made that probably no two men will

ever work exactly alike, nor is it even perhaps possible so

precisely to follow a method previously used as to produce
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an absolute replica. To some photographers, no doubt, this

lack of automatic character and difficulty of making two

prints alike is a drawback which should condemn the pro-

cess entirely rather than constitute a quality to be admired.

To others the freedom and personality of treatment are its

essence and its beauty. It has other qualities also—a cer-

tain mellowness, and a softness of the outlines due to the

behaviour during development of the constituents used

—

which have led us to prefer the simple method of prepara-

tion which we shall describe to any more complicated ones,

or to the substitution or admixture of gelatine or other

colloids instead of gum alone.

It is hardly necessary to say that prints by the gum-

bichromate process are permanent—that is, they will last as

long as the paper on which they are printed. The single

chemical substance used in their preparation is easily eHmi-

nated, so that there is no reason for any colour-fading unless

the pigment used has been chosen amongst the non-perma-

nent ones. The surface of the print is softer and less glossy

than in the usual carbon process. The pigments are chosen

and mixed by the worker himself, and by changing their

relative proportions an infinity of different shades of colour

can be obtained. No transfer is necessary ; there is no

blistering of the film, for there is practically no film to

blister; no chemicals are used in developing, but water

alone, and that also (in normal cases) at an ordinary tem-

perature instead of at different degrees of heat. Once deve-

loped and cleared, a gum bichromate print is composed of

an irregular layer of colour held on the surface of the paper

by just sufficient insoluble gum arable. It is, in fact, a

water-colour, and it is in order to give it a distinguishing
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name, which shall be applicable at least to its most simple

qualities, that we have called it photo-aqua tint.

The Paper.—Any sort of paper which is sufficiently

sized to prevent the soaking of the pigmented mixture into

the pores of the paper will do. It is of the first importance

that the image should be kept sufficiently on '.the surface,

and this is also the function of the gum in the mixture to

assist in doing, as we shall show when treating of the

method of coating. It must also have sufficient resistance

to the action of the water used in developing if, as is

sometimes necessary, this has to be used at a comparatively

high temperature. In the choice of paper there is

practically an unlimited field, and the worker has at his

disposal a large range of power in the production of the

effects at which he may be aiming. Japanese and Chinese-

India papers cannot be easily coated. The colour sinks,

and the loose fibres of the paper are detached by the

friction of the brush, and cause smears. They are, more-

over, so loose and soft in texture as not to be able to

support the action of the water in washing up. In any

case the pigment must not be allowed, while coating, to

sink beneath the surface into the body of the paper. Once

there it stays, and no amount of washing during develop-

ment will remove it.

The final aspect of the picture is greatly modified by the

different grain of various papers, in the same way as with

other processes. Thus, coarse-grained, rough papers give

diffusion and loss of detail, with a power of opening up the

shadows ; smooth papers give detail and sharpness. As a

rule, perfectly smooth papers, such as Rive, are the most

difficult to coat evenly. The coloured mixture finding no
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asperities to cling to, and following the brush instead of

settling on the paper, obliges the worker to prolong the

operation, and thus assumes a semi-adhesive consistency

productive of ridges, which cannot be smoothed down. It is

in the highest degree necessary that the process of coating

should be conducted as quickly as possible, as we shall pre-

sently show.

The easiest of all papers to coat is perhaps that known

as Michallet^ because of its parallel lines. This and the

Lalanne and Ingres papers give excellent results, and, more-

over, have a quality of their own which is especially suitable to

the soft, diffused image which is so much appreciated. It is

for this reason that we particularly recommend to beginners

the papers just mentioned, both on account of the greater

ease with which they may be coated, and because our

object is to produce the effect of a painting on soft Sevres

porcelain, where the image is to some extent incorporated

with the pate^ rather than that of an enamelled surface upon

which the picture is kept without any sinking in at all. It

must not, however, be allowed to incorporate itself into

the actual unprotected fibres of the paper ; in that case, as

we have already said, it is impossible to remove it.

Either the white or yellow tinted Michallet papers may

be used, and probably other and deeper tints will be found

of value. Then there are Allong^ and other similar French

papers, both the right and the wrong sides of which are very

suitable. Any old-fashioned hand-made papers may be

recommended, and treasures of this kind will often present

themselves in old scrap albums or manuscript books.

Amongst French -papers those known as Canson and Mont-

golfier are very good and serviceable. Whatman water-
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colour paper does not seem to be regularly sized; the

colour sinks now and then in spots and makes indelible

stains. Ordinary writing paper, such as India^ Mill or

Imperial Treasury or Bank Post are very suitable for small

subjects, the watermark, however apparent during develop-

ment, disappearing totally when the sheet is dry. Excellent

papers of various qualities of grain and thickness are made

at the Joynson paper mills, St. Mary Cray. Of their make

we can especially recommend, for a fairly rough surface of

even grain, a vegetable sized paper known as P. H. Thin

M. F. ; for rougher surfaces the superfine drawing papers

Nos. 6 and 7 ; and, for a very smooth paper, the superfine

No. 23.

Some papers may require sizing, though, as a rule, one

may be reasonably content with those which, like Michallet,

already possess the desired surface. Should it be necessary

to do so, it is easy to size with either gelatine or arrowroot.

With the latter a good proportion to use would be about

125 gr. to the pint of water. Take then this quantity of

the best Bermuda arrowroot, and mix it into a smooth paste

with a little hot water. Then add, stirring the while, the

remainder, and bring the whole nearly, but not quite, to the

boil. The solution will become clear and of a gelatinous-

like consistency. After allowing any foreign matters to

settle, the paper may be floated or the sizing applied with a

Buckle or Blanchard brush.

The Pigments or Colours.—In treating of the colour-

ing matters which may be used in the preparation of the

sensitised coating, we by no means propose to cover ^ the

subject in an exhaustive manner. The endless variations

into which we might be led in so doing may safely be left
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to the individual feeling and taste of the worker when he

shall be sufficiently practised in the simpler forms. For

our present purpose it will be sufficient to mention a few

only, and with these all the combinations of tone (using the

term in its proper colour sense), which are recognised by

monochrome artists, may be made. The ideal pigment

would be the finest of all powders, giving, with the smallest

bulk, the strongest colour. Colours may be used either dry

or moist, and probably none better could be found than the

well-known moist colour tubes of good manufacture.

Amongst these the pigments most nearly approaching the

desiderata just mentioned are, in the first place, Venetian red,

red chalk, indigo, and brown and red ochre. Then come

prepared lampblack, umber and burnt umber, sienna and

burnt sienna. Van Dyck brown, bistre, and, lastly, sepia.

The last named do not give very fine division, and being

transparent colours require a certain thickness of layer to

give proper depth of colouring. This, of course, involves

difficulties in ordinary practice. Indian ink is a good black,

but requires very careful grinding and mixing. Common
red ochre in the powdered state is also good, and if its

crudeness is not objectionable (and it is not so to some) it

may be used alone and is easy to work. On the other

hand, it may be tempered with a trace of blue. On the

whole, lampblack, the ochres and umbers and indigo will

form, separately or combined, a palette with which, as a rule,

we may be very well satisfied.

Of course all pigments are suitable, provided they are

inert from a chemical point of view. It is unnecessary to

do more than mention that certain colour preparations are,

from some cause or another, which we do not profess to be
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able to explain, absolutely unworkable. Either they cause

the coating mixture to become totally insoluble, or, on the

other hand, the solubility is not affected on exposure ; but

those just mentioned are all of them permanent pigments,

influenced, except for the desired purpose, neither by the

presence of the bichromate, nor by the continuous action of

light. The use of a white pigment may suggest itself with

toned or dark papers. So far as our experience goes, most

whites are unworkable, and it is dangerous to mix even a

small proportion with another colour. The only one we are

at present able to advise is sulphate of barium, known as

permanent or constant white. It is scarcely necessary to

add that in printing in white on a dark ground a positive

instead of a negative would be used.

The Gum or Colloid.—In treating this part of our

subject we shall confine ourselves to the ordinary gum acacia

or gum arable of commerce. Undoubtedly other colloids

may be used. There are, for instance, gelatine, fish glue,

starch, albumen, ordinary glue, and so on, but we find in

guih arable qualities of mellowness and softness, on account

probably of its superior solubility, which allows the insolated

co^^ting of colour to melt and run down, as it were, and form

a l.ind of pate. Gelatine or other colloids do not so readily

give this effect. Practically, those who think they might find

preferable qualities in the latter will easily devise similar

methods of using them, and we may therefore leave them for

the present out of consideration.

The readiest way of preparing the gum solution is to take

the gum in a pulverised condition, as it requires much less

time to dissolve than from the lump. It is not, however, a

gOQKi thing to buy it ready pulverised, dust, dextrine or
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other matters being often added to the powdered gum of

commerce to give it weight or bulk. It is advisable also to

confine ourselves to the best quality of gum acacia or

Soudan gum. We require so little that it is hardly worth

while to trouble ourselves about other kinds, the soluble

qualities of which, it may be said also, vary considerably.

It is easy enough to reduce the gum to coarse powder in a

mortar, and then to sift it through ordinary wide-meshed

muslin. Heat modifies the nature of gum ; it is preferable

therefore to use cold water, with which it may be worked up

to regular thickness in a quarter of an hour. It will require

frequent stirring, the powdered gum being apt to coagulate

and to form a viscous lump, which, offering less surface,

retards solution. Another way is to suspend in the water

the coarsely broken up lumps enclosed in a muslin bag.

Freshly-made gum solution gives the maximum of solu-

bility. It would therefore be an advantage to use old

solution if it were possible to ascertain to what degree of

acidity this had arrived. But the transformation seems to

be irregular, influenced, as it is, by contact with atmospheric

germs, and by weather and temperature. A solution of gum

rapidly becomes sour, and it is important for us to know

the degree of solubility which it possesses. Although,

therefore, the addition of a preservative (such as a few

drops of chloroform water) may arrest the tendency to

acidity, the safest plan is to use fresh-made solution for

every batch of papers to be coated, and thus be in posses-

sion of a standard quality which will save us much trouble

in exposure or development. After a few trials it is easy to

judge how much gum is required for the number and size of

sheets to be prepared. Beginners are apt to make up about
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five times the necessary quantity of sensitising mixture.

Two thimbles full of gum added to the bichromate and pig-

ment will easily cover a whole sheet of drawing paper. The
gum should be filtered before use through a piece of

muslin. With a funnel the filtering surface is too small.

The easiest way is to pour the solution on to a square piece

of muslin and hold this by the four corners over the saucer

used for mixing; the gum will drop slowly by its own

weight

Thickness of Gum Soi^xiON.—The percentage of gum
is a very important factor. Most failures in coating are due

to an exaggerated thickness. This error is particularly

noticeable in the coating of large-sized sheets of paper,

because they take longer to cover. If the gum is too thick,

the preliminary smearing process takes so long that when

the softener is applied the mixture has had time to set, does

not divide under the brush, and makes thick ridges which

render the paper quite useless for printing.

Gum solution ought to be sufficiently thin to fall slowly

in big drops through the moderately thin muslin used for

filtering (ordinary cheap muslin, not poultice muslin) with-

out any pressure of the fingers. Gum that has to be forced

through by twisting or pressure is too thick and will give

trouble. Generally speaking, the best proportion to use is

a solution of about thirty to thirty- five per cent, strength.

Preparation of the Sensitive Mixture.—The mix-

ture of pigment and gum should be as intimate as possible.

If several colours are used it is best to mix them thoroughly

first with a hard oil brush, then add the gum, mix

thoroughly anew, and finally add the saturated solution of

bichromate of potash and mix for the third time.
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The bichromate solution is made by dissolving ten parts

of the salt in a hundred parts of water. The water may be

used warm, leaving a small quantity of the bichromate

undissolved.

It would be possible to give a formula for the quantity of

bichromate to be added to the mixture of pigment and gum,

if the proportions, of pigment were in every case constant.

But they are not, for great depth of colour can be got with

a small proportion, say, of red chalk or lampblack, whilst a

far greater bulk of colour is needed with the sepias. Van

Dyck brown, bistre, or umber. On the other hand, there is

a standard degree of thickness necessary for rapid and even

coating. It follows, therefore, that more bichromate has to

be added to a sepia mixture to dilute it to proper fluidity

than would be required for lampblack, because the smaller

bulk used of the latter gives a much thinner consistency.

Only repeated trials can teach the beginner what degree of

thickness will allow of even coating. As a guide, let him

begin with common red ochre, and taking equal parts of

gum and bichromate, say, one drachm of each, use with

this forty grains of the pigment. A trial coating may then

be made on a sheet of paper, and according to the conduct

of the mixture under the strokes of the brush we can

judge whether the proportions are correct or whether either

gum or bichromate should be added to thicken or dilute

the consistency. The sensitive compound does not keep, but

the gum mixed with colour will do so under the same con-

ditions as plain gum.

Coating the Paper.—For coating we shall require two

different brushes ; one fan-shaped, of hog's hair, about four

inches wide, with rigid hairs thinly set for roughly smearing
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the mixture on the paper, the other of badger hair, from four

to six inches wide, of the kind known as a stainer's

sweetener or softener. The latter brush is a most important

tool. It is a comparatively simple matter to put an even

wash of water-colour on paper, but when we have to deal

with a clogging gum solution, to which is added the peculiar

stickiness given by the bichromate, we should be entirely

lost were it not for the badger sweetener. This brush is

SMEARING BRUSH. BADGER-HAIR SOFTENER.

somewhat expensive. A four-inch brush of three rows of

bristles cannot be had for less than six shillings ; one of six

inches, with four rows, would cost a guinea, but so useful

and necessary is it that it is worth while to procure one of

the best quality. The fan shaped hog's-hair brush is recom-

mended for the preliminary smearing on account of its wide-

spreading area and the thin setting of the hairs. Ordinary

brushes take up too much colour. A few trials will show

that if too much coating has been dabbed on the paper
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it is difficult to get rid of the excess, but the fan-shaped

brush has to be dipped in the colour several times, and

this assures, or at least facilitates, the minimum of mixture

being used. With regard to the softener, goat-hair brushes,

such as are sometimes sold for dusting dry plates before

putting in slides, may also be used, and they are cheaper

than the badger. Some workers even use a hog's-hair

brush as a softener. In any case it will be, perhaps, a

matter of personal preference, and the handling will depend

upon the character of the brush used.

We have now our sensitive mixture ready prepared in a

shallow, wide dish, such as a small porcelain developing

tray, our smearing brush moistened in water, and our softener

clean and dry, and are ready to proceed with the coating of

the paper.



CHAPTER IV.

COATING, EXPOSURE, AND DEVELOPMENT.

/^"^OATING THE Paper.—The operation ofcoatingisone

which requires a little dexterity, but attention to correct

proportions of the sensitised mixture, and the proper use of

the invaluable tool which we possess in the badger hair

softener renders it not difficult of acquirement. We may

remember that the points to be aimed at are an even distri-

bution of the coating over the surface of the sheet with the

least possible quantity of the ingredients employed. We do

not desire a film of such extreme tenuity and evenness as

that which characterises the Artigue Papier Velours, nor, if

we wished it, should we probably be able to secure these

conditions without special machinery. For a paper in black

pigment and for certain effects we could ask for nothing

better than that of Artigue, but our aims are different.

We have, then, our paper, brushes, and coating mixture

ready to hand. Take a sheet of the paper, cut about an

inch larger all round than the size of the negative it is

proposed to use. Pin it with two drawing pins on a flat

wooden board by the two upper corners, so as to allow of

even play to the stretching which results from the applica-

tion of moisture. Then with the fan-shaped brush smear

the sensitive mixture over the paper, taking the greatest care

to use the minimum quantity necessary to cover the sheet.
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Do this as rapidly as possible, and the moment the paper

is rubbed all over—roughly smeared—take the softening,

or sweetening, brush, which is quite dry and clean, and give

three or four vertical parallel downstrokes from top to

bottom, with strong, equal pressure. Then as many more

from left to right with less and less pressure, and, finally,

gently dust or flick with the brush in all directions, holding

it vertically or perpendicular to the surface until all streaks

or unevenness have disappeared. At this stage the film has

set, and should not again be touched ; any additional

brushing will do more harm than good. The coating should

be so thin that the grain of the paper may easily be dis-

tinguished through it.

To ensure good coating the whole operation—smearing

and softening—ought to be performed (for a whole-plate

sheet) in about forty to fifty seconds. Rapidity in coating

is most important, because of the peculiar nature of the

sensitive mixture, for bichromated gum does not behave like

pure gum solution. ~ After a certain time it assumes a sort

of gelatinous consistency quite different from the ordinary

thickening of pure gum. If kept in a bottle it will form a

quivering mass like calfs-foot jelly, moulded into the form

of the bottle. This phenomenon takes place more rapidly

with the thin film spread upon the paper, and when once

it has taken place if the film is disturbed by additional

brushing, it is impossible to smooth it down again. That is

why we insist upon the necessity of smearing and softening as

rapidly as possible.

Now, in order to coat the paper rapidly under the most

favourable conditions the mixture must be of a certain con-

sistency, spread thin. Practice will prove this, and after a
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few trials indicate the proper proportions. It must be dis-

tinctly gufmny, and the right thickness will easily be

recognised by the peculiar clinging sensation under the

strokes of the brush during the operation.

Coating may, and ought, to be done in a good light, but

the paper must be dried in the dark, because, although

insensitive whilst in a moist condition, it becomes sensitive

immediately on dessication. Absolute darkness such as is

necessary for gelatino-bromide film making is not necessary,

but any direct white light should be avoided. The paper

may be hung up to dry by a clip in one corner, and in half

an hour or so—in ten minutes in a dry room in summer

—

dessication is complete. On no account must the paper

be dried before a fire or stove, near enough to be heated.

Insolubilisation would follow.

It is advisable to use the paper as soon as possible after

preparation—say the next morning—because we then may

feel assured of a certain typical condition of solubility in

the gum, and we shall avoid errors in exposure. If kept,

it should be stored as much as possible under pressure to

avoid contact with moist air. It keeps well for two days,

fairly well for five, and we have ourselves developed paper

eight days old which gave excellent results for landscape

work. For figures it was rather patchy in the lights.

It might be possible to prepare the paper with the mixture

of colloid and colour only, and to sensitise it by immersion in

bichromate solution only when required for use. This method

would certainly have great advantages, but so far as our

experience goes at present it is not practicable, paper

sensitised in this way, if gum be the colloid used, remaining

soluble even after long exposure. Such a result would, of
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course, be expected when we remember that our coating is

easily soluble in cold water. What image can be got after

sensitising by immersion will necessarily, therefore, be weak.

The Exposure.—Correct exposure is, of course, a matter

of experience, and to some extent also of personal taste.

We mean that what might be over-exposure for a particular

effect would be under-exposure for an opposite one. In

reality an over-exposed print is one that cannot be washed

up to the desired effect ; an under-exposed print is one

which will not retain a sufficient quantity of the pigmented

gum.

Generally speaking, our aim in exposure should be to

work up to certain conditions, which, as we shall show when

treating of development, it is as well to keep constant : these

are the condition of the gum as to solubility, and the tem-

perature of the water used in development. We may, then,

make use of a normal or of a greater or less degree of insola-

tion according to the effect we have in our mind, and to the

method in which we may use our developing appliances.

It is best for a beginner to err on the side of over-expo-

sure, for the use of very hot water, soaking for a few hours,

or developing by friction with a brush or sawdust, gives a

certain latitude on this side, whilst real under-exposure

means washing away of the half-tone to begin with, and the

subsequent obliteration of the whole of the image.

Gum bichromate paper is decidedly slower than chloride

paper, or, to compare similar things, than Artigue paper or

the ordinary carbon tissue. On a bright winter's day at noon

in the shade, a thin negative will require about an hour's

exposure ; an average negative will, take two hours at least.

Correct exposure can only be arrived at by repeated trials,
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and even when it has been obtained and the actinometer

number registered, it does not follow that the same negative

with the same exposure will give similar results, if, for

instance, another batch of paper has been used ; for length

of exposure is proportionate to thickness of film, which often

varies without the operator's knowledge according to the

colour used, or to more or less heaviness in the touch of the

coating brushes. A thick film demands, of course, a much

longer exposure than a thin one, for insolubilisation of

the shadows must work right up to the paper. If it does

not do so the substratum remains in a more or less soluble

state, and will dissolve during development, carrying the

upper insoluble particles with it. Such cases will, however,

occur only when we are working for certain unusual effects,

and with the latitude to which we have already alluded, and

the skilful use of our materials, we need not trouble much

under ordinary circumstances.

The easiest negatives to work'are, in our own opinion, very

thin ones—/>., the fully-exposed negative rather under-

developed. Others prefer a dense quality ; what are called

plucky negatives, with strong contrasts. But we must con-

sider that richness of tone is not produced in the same way

as, for instance, in silver printing. We put the depth of

colour on the paper beforehand ; all that we have to do in

developing is to keep there the amount of weight of it which

we desire, so that the thinnest negatives can give great depth

and richness as well as denser ones. It is a question of

more or less exposure. The whites are the first to go, so, of

course, hard contrast makes development difficult even with

a strong proportion of bichromate, because what is sufficient

development for the high lights leaVes the shadows clogged
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and heavy, requiring vigorous brush development. Theore-

tically, different percentages of bichromate should perhaps

be used according to the negative, but practically this would

involve a nicety of detail which few will think justified by

differences in result.

The Actinometer.—An actinometer is essential in our

practice, as it is in other carbon printing methods. There

are many well-known types, the best of them, perhaps, that

known as Burton's. This has a number of little figure

negatives of varying degrees of intensity, and is better than

those with letters or numbers only. As, however, we wish

our instructions to be as complete as possible in themselves,

we will describe another form which is very practicable, and

more akin to the materials of which our prints are made.

Cut, say a half-plate piece of glass in half lengthwise, and

upon one-half gum strips of translucent paper, one on the
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with an edging of black (needle paper), and divide the dif-

ferent densities by strips of the same. Place the other half

of the glass over the first one, and adapt a linen hinge on

one of the longer sides. When ready for exposure a strip

of paper coated with gum bichromate solution without any,

or with very little, colour, is placed between, and the acti*

nometer is used in the usual way.

In order to have some idea of the symptoms of gross

under or over exposure, it is a good plan to expose an

average negative for, say, twenty minutes in the shade in

winter—ten minutes on a bright summer day. Then cover

half the negative with cardboard, and continue the exposure

for three hours in winter—half the time in summer—and

develop with warm water.

Development, or Washing Up. — Development is an

accepted term in photography for all processes of bringing

up the latent image, but in carbon printing (to use the

generic name) the French have a more expressive word.

This is " depouillement." It is not easy to find a corre-

sponding term in English. It means the despoiling, strip-

ping, unclothing, revealing, discovering, getting rid of the

superfluous—may we not say, considering the method used

—the washing up ? For development implies rather the

heightening in character of that which already exists faintly

than the removal of a veil which covers it.

Preliminary Experiments.— In order to learn by experi-

ence in what condition our paper should be before we pro-

ceed to washing up, it is well to discover what kinds of

failures are caused by wrong proportions in the coating

mixtures or by defects in the process of coating. By so

doing we shall be able, later on, to localise the causes, and
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not to ascribe, for example, the result of a defect in coating

to a lack or excess of exposure.

Take a coated sheet of paper which has not been exposed

to light, and develop it, using cold water or water at about

50 deg. F. If the bichromated pigment has been properly

mixed and properly spread, it will dissolve gradually and

equally, showing a flow of minute particles of colour, com-

ing, at first, from the surface only, so that the lightening of

the general aspect ought to be very gradual, passing from

black to dark grey, then to grey, light grey, and white. Layer

after layer of colour has been successively dissolved, up to

the paper support.

If, on washing up, the paper shows a colour stain ail

over which cannot be removed by hot water but demands

friction with brush or sponge, the proportion of gum in the

mixture has been too small, the paper has absorbed the pure

colour and is useless for ordinary work, though it may be of

service for certain effects where no high lights are wanted.

It is to be remembered that paper is always more or less

stained by pure water colour, and that it is the presence of

gelatinous gum which prevents the colour from sinking and

allows the total removal of the pigmented surface, leaving

white, unstained paper beneath. This stain will therefore

appear when colour is in excess in relation to proportion

of gum, or when the proportion of colour is adequate to the

desired depth of tone, but the quantity of bichromate is too

great and has diluted the gum to an undesirable consistency.

Take, again, a sheet of paper and coat it with a mixture

of bichromate and pigment without adding any gum.

Expose and develop. Scarcely any colour will wash away,

but on rubbing the paper with a pad of cotton wool the
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picture will appear, the whites being totally and indelibly

stained with the pigment.

If, on developing an unexposed sheet of coated paper,

the film, instead of dissolving equally, breaks up into a

quantity of minute scales, it is a sign of extra thick coating.

This is easy to prove also, for on developing an exposed

print one often notices this scaly breaking up on the outside

edges of the paper where the excess of mixture, brought by

every stroke of the brush, has accumulated during the

coating process, the print itself developing gradually and

correctly in the centre part where the film has been thinned

down by greater pressure of the brush.

If the unexposed film refuses to wash away, or washes

partially away, leaving patches and black stains of pigmented

gum, the paper is of no use whatever. Old gum which has

become acid by fermentation has been used, or the paper-

good when fresh—has been kept too long, or it has been

dried close to the fire and heated too much, or has been

exposed to direct, hot sun rays ; in fact, insolubilisation,

not due to light, has occurred.

The above experiments will prove extremely useful in

practice, for if a piece of paper coated with the same film

which has thus been tested and found satisfactory gives a

bad result on washing up after exposure, there will be every

reason to ascribe the failure to incorrect exposure and not to

false proportions of mixture or imperfect coating.

Washing Up.—Some workers develop under water, im-

mersing the print face upwards, and gently rocking the tray

until the soluble parts of the film are dissolved. Others

immerse the print and let it float face downwards, leaving it

to soak and develop of itself. This is pure mechanical
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development, and though we may make a beginning in this

manner, if we were satisfied with it entirely we should be

taking no advantage of the great selective facilities we have

at our disposal and should be reducing our work to the level

of other mechanical processes.

In any kind of chemical development the reducing agent,

brought into contact with an exposed sensitive film will

exercise its action equally over the whole of it because it is

a chemical action. All that can be done to control its

power is to apply more of it in some places than in others.

In gum-bichromate development there is no chemical

reaction. The film is first of all softened, then partially

dissolved and washed away by water ; so if a stream of water

is allowed to run over half the print while the other half is

simply moistened, the first part only will be affected. In

chemical development the agent used has a power of its

own independent of its quantity. In fact, the- developing

power of the water is proportionate to the frequency of its

application, to the quantity of its flow, and to the force of its

stream.

The method of development which we recommend is

that in which a stream of water is used flowing over the

print from a sponge, and is practised in the following

manner : The prepared paper is taken from the printing

frame after having been placed there film to film with

the negative, a depth of about an inch turned down

on one edge to prevent the action of light on that portion.

It will be found useful to do this, because some judg-

ment of the quality of the paper may be formed from

the behaviour, during washing up, of this protected

strip. On removal from the frame the print is first
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immersed in cold water, or in water at no higher tempera-

ture than' 65 deg. R, and is then placed on a glass plate

about a third larger than itself. This plate is placed in an

inclined position in a large developing tray half filled with

cold water, one end immersed in the water and resting on

the bottom of the tray, the other tilted up and supported by

a little wooden stand about three inches high, or in some

other convenient manner which shall permit the angle of

inclination of the plate to be altered, and so cause a flow

of water over it to be more or less rapid. Two sponges are

DEVELOPING TRAY AND SUPPORT.

used, one small enough to be held in the palm of the hand,

the other somewhat larger ; and a can of hot water. The
large sponge is filled with cold water and gently pressed at a

few inches distant from the glass plate, upon which it falls

and flows over the print, which is held in position with one

finger. It is important that the stream of water should not fall

on the print itself until we know that the film is sufficiently

insoluble to stand the shock. After a few minutes of repeated

floodings with cold water, the image, if capable of being

brought up at a low temperature, ought to have appeared.
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If not, the sponge is dipped into the hotter water (which

should not exceed 100 deg. F.), and the print flooded several

times. Very careful watching is necessary at this stage of

the proceedings, for often a simple application of the warm

water is sufficient to loosen the film and to start develop-

ment ; and if too hot, mischief is at once done which it is

impossible to repair. If, however, the print resists the first

warm floodings, hotter may be cautiously used until the out-

lines of the picture are visible. It is then that selective

development begins.

The worker will have done well to provide himself with a

silver print from the negative (it will help him if this print

stands before him during development). He knows already

what are the errors to be remedied, what values require to

be strengthened, or to be brought down to their true impor-

tance. He has noticed where the deepest shadows are (and

here water may be freely applied), and where the most deli-

cate half tones lie and are to be treated with the utmost

precaution. Little by little he will determine the general

scale to which he will have to work up, and the key in which

his picture is to be set. He has found, perhaps, how effec-

tively a high light may be placed here, a shadow left there in

all its depth, or opened up to the light, or where some white

patch disturbs the equilibrium of the picture, and must be

lowered or counteracted. Local development will enable

him to approach as near as possible to the ideal composition

which he has built up in his imagination on the imperfect

document furnished by his silver print.

Local development may be carried out in numerous ways.

We may, for instance, take the smallest sponge and press it

gently as close as possible to the particular part of the print
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which may require clearing, taking care by shifting the

position on the glass plate that the water does not run off

too forcibly over some other deHcate portion. Now and

then a more copious flooding of cold water will tone down

the edges of the locally developed portions ; the general pro-

gress is watched from time to time from a little distance, and

development renewed until the desired effect is brought out.

Very hot water from the can will be used for the darkest

shadows ; lukewarm, obtained by dipping the [sponge into

cold and hot water alternately, for the intermediate values ;

cold water for the delicate half tones. Or the work may

be carried on by means of a minute flow of water directed

through a glass pipette or nozzle with a tube communi-

cating with a small reservoir placed high enough to give a

certain force ; or through an ebonite tube with flexible ball

held in the hand such as is used for blowing magnesium

through a flame for flash-light ; or by squeezing the

sponge as it lies in the open part of a funnel ; and in

numberless other ways whereby control upon exact spots

may be maintained. Throughout the whole there|need be no

hurry ; the work may be left and resumed as one pleases,

and one has time to think, and look with another eye upon

the growing picture. La nuit, even, portera conseil^ if our

impatience and greed of work will permit us to avail our-

selves of it

Development with the brush is carried on on similar

principles, but it can only be used if the exposure has

been long enough to ensure a sufficient firmness of film.

Every worker will find out the different conditions for

himself; how far, for instance, it is safe to allow the

loosening action of the first warm water to go, and the
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temperature at which this may be applied. It will vary

according to circumstances, and our experience of the

behaviour of the film under our first cautious beginnings

will show us in what directions our next steps may be

taken. There is, of course, infinite variety in the brushes or

other implements which we may now bring into play, and

the way in which we may use them. In some cases we may,

while so doing, keep the print under the surface of the water,

which thus forms a kind of elastic cushion between the

head of the brush and the film, and allows of comparatively

greater force being used. At times we shall employ gentle

smoothing strokes beneath the water of wide and soft

camel's-hair brushes; at others we may use the tapping

action of the sparsely set stiff hairs of a badger hair pencil

held vertically, or even a stiffer hog's-hair brush.

At other times the print may be placed face up on a glass

and worked upon the bare surface, but this requires extreme

caution ; the slightest and minutest touch may ruin the

picture, while on the lother hand a briUiant inspiration will,

with the production of a single point of light, skilfully

placed, achieve in a moment the wished for effect.

We have not yet learnt how "to discover half the possibi-

lities, but what our experience has been able to show plainly

is that the varying conditions of prolonged exposure, the

manner in which the film is first loosened, and the subse-

quent treatment of it by various brush methods combine to

place in our hands a variety of effect, the gaining of which

it is well worth while to master.

Great care and delicacy are necessary in this mode of

development. Hand and brain must work together, and

every stroke of the brush must be actuated by deliberate
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intention, and made in the right place with a firm yet deUcate

touch. Hurry is fatal. When once the pigmented surface

has been disintegrated by friction, water development should

not again be taken up. It would tend to wash away the

layer where it has been touched, and therefore if during

water development brush friction is necessary to clear heavy

shadows this should be done when the print is complete in

other parts.

There remains yet another useful method for commencing

development and clearing the print for the more delicate

after-treatment. This is the use of the sawdust soup of the

Artigue process which we shall describe presently in its

place. The action is, however, tolerably strong even with a

very thin mixture and can only be used after prolonged

exposure.

Retouching.—Retouching is a delicate operation with

which it would be impossible to deal here other than in a

summary manner, and may be left to the individual skill of

the artist. It must, of course, be carried out so as to har-

monise with the general character of the work, and be in no

way conspicuous. We should in a general way use the

colour employed for the groundwork of the print, but we must

remember that this has been mixed with bichromate and

afterwards acted upon by light. A good plan is to take the

bichromated mixture and applying it where required (this

may be done roughly), immediately or shortly afterwards pour

water along the top of the print, allowing it to flow down-

wards and carry off what is superfluous. In this way, were

it desirable to do so, it is possible even to make additions to

the work. The limitations to such additions, and their

legitimacy, must be left to the honesty of the artist.
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Clearing.—When the print is thoroughly dry it is neces-

sary, for its future permanence, to rid it of the chromic salts

imprisoned in the layer of gum and pigment. This can be

done by soaking in an alum solution, but it takes some time

and the print also loses something of its soft, delicate effect.

A better and quicker way is to immerse the dry print for one

or two minutes in water to which has been padded sufficient

bisulphite of soda to produce a distinctly sulphurous smell.

The yellow stain left on the paper by the bichromate dis-

appears immediately, and a minute or two of subsequent

washing is all that is required, for bisulphite of soda is

extremely soluble.

Action of Heat and Acid on the Sensitive

Mixture.—A strong proportion of citric acid or a smaller

proportion of more active acid added to the mixture of gum

and bichromate will utterly destroy its sensitive properties ;

that is, will render it insoluble without exposure to light to

such an extent that repeated friction with a sponge and hot

water will scarcely affect it. We may, therefore, take advan-

tage of this property to counteract the excessive solubility

of freshly prepared paper and lessen exposure, giving more

stability to the half-tones.-* A small quantity of a weak (say

5 per cent.) solution of citric acid, or simply a few drops of

lemon juice added to the sensitive mixture, will start

insolubilisation and allow of slower and surer development.

It is better, however, to master the ordinary process before

resorting to this expedient.

Heat also produces insolubility, and care must be taken

not to dry the paper too near the fire, or to expose in the

direct rays of the summer sun.

It will be gathered from the instructions which we have
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now given that in order successfully to prepare and develop

hand-coated paper, it is^necessary to pay great attention first

to correct proportions of the sensitive mixture, next to an

even, thin, and rapidly applied coating, and lastly to the

degree of exposure to light.

The power of insolubilisation, or, as it may otherwise be

called, of sensitiveness, of the paper ought, one would

imagine, to be in direct proportion to the strength of the

chromate solution. -We know that chromic .acid hardens

colloid matters : quickly in the presence of light, slowly

in darkness. It would follow that insolubilisation should

take place more or less rapidly according to the greater or

less concentrated strength of the agent. If, therefore, the

proportion of bichromate is reduced to a mininium, longer

exposure will be necessary, and vice versa.

Upon this point, however, differences of opinion have been

expressed. In an article on the subject in a Viennese

photographic journal, Mr. Watsek (whose admirable pictures

by this method were so prominent at the London Salon of

1896) appears to hold that the proportion of bichromate has

but a very feeble influence upon the character of the image,

and that exposure is proportionately longer according to the

greater or less quantity of gum in the coating mixture. But

it is worth while noticing that, of necessity, the more gum

there may be in a given quantity of the sensitive solution the

less will be the strength of the bichromate, reduced in volume

and weakened by the water in the gum.

Amongst the factors governing our work probably that

^hich determines the duration of exposure is the most im-

portant of all, and as this is affected by the composition of

the sensitive coating, and by its thickness, it presents, of
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course, some difficulties which will vary according to circum-

stances.

There are, therefore, many questions upon which the

worker who wishes to make himself acquainted with all the

capabilities of his medium will do well to satisfy himself.

Amongst them the effect upon the image of different relative

proportions of gum, colour, and chromic salt, and the thick-

ness or otherwise of the coating, are worth his careful

study. For all these matters it is impossible to formulate

direct instruction. In the preparation of the coating mix-

ture and its application to the paper, a certain amount of

practice will teach a good deal. For instance, the right

consistency for coating will be instinctively recognised with-

out the necessity of weighing and measuring. One finishes

by feeling what is the right proportion. It cannot be ex-

plained. It is like the knack of an engraver wiping the plate

with the palm of his hand—he feels that it is right—while

another man doing the same thing would do it wrong.

In the details of the practice of photo-aquatinting which

we have given we have endeavoured to be as precise as

possible, so that this method of printing in pigment should

be available even to those who know nothing whatever about

other processes in photography. For those who do, and are

able to perform for themselves the very simple operation of

developing a negative, we have, we hope, assisted to still

further simplify the details of photographic procedure.

A few words may now be said upon the method of work-

ing a kindred process, viz., the very beautiful paper known

as Artigue Papier Vdours, and in adding some considera-

tions and reflections upon the subject in general our task

will be done.



CHAPTER V.

ARTIGUE PAPER.

"POR some who may desire different qualities from those

^ for which the hand-coated paper we have described is

suitable, and who wish to use a direct carbon paper, without

transfer, capable of giving as faithful a counterproof from a

negative as can be obtained by any other photograph ic pro-

cess, certainly none could be recommended more than the

" Papier Velours," generally known as Artigue paper.

We have already alluded to the incredulity of th ose who

maintained, in the face of evidence to the contrary, that

carbon development must of necessity take place from the

back of the coating. The prints by Artigue's process shown

in 1894 at the Photographic Salon, and the admirable

examples exhibited at that Exhibition, in 1895 and 1896, by

Monsieur Puyo, are sufficient proof, in themselves, of a long-

established error.

We know no method of coating paper with bichromated

gelatine and pigment which is capable of giving the texture

which we find on this paper, except perhaps the use of such

an instrument as the air-brush. We have used this machine,

and certainly with it an extremely fine and even coating can

be applied. What the pigment may be, which Monsieur

Artigue employs, what the colloids, what the substratum, and

how the coating is effected, are still the maker's own secrets.
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The paper has a surface of extraordinary fineness and

homogeneity—a pigment of some peculiar black mixed with

a little gum and possibly some gelatine and fish-glue also.

Viewed by reflected light, it is a dead velvety black, and

so soft that a moist finger easily removes it. By transmitted

light the paper is almost transparent, with a quite light

greenish - grey appearance, very regular indeed, with no

apparent surface faults. The secret of its quality, in fact,

the whole secret of preparing paper for development from

the front so that it shall give the most delicate gradations of

half-tone, is in the extreme tenuity of coating and the per-

fection of evenness in which the pigment is held in sus-

pension, allowing of absolute regularity in distribution. At

present it is only made in black, and there appears to be

some difficulty in using other colours ; at any rate, those

which have, till now, been put on the market, have not

proved to be satisfactory.

In 1878 Monsieur Frederic Artigue produced a paper

covered with a thin layer of some colloid substance with

which was incorporated a very fine black pov/der. This

was intended for the reproduction of architectural plans and

other line work, and was developed by friction with a soft

wet sponge. On one of the plans sent (in negative form)

to Artigue for reproduction there happened to be in one

corner a small water-colour sketch. On development he

found, to his surprise, reproduced, in all its half-tones, the

original drawing. This put him on the track. He made

experiments, but unfortunately died before he had perfected

the system. His son, Victor Artigue, took the matter up,

and in 1889 showed, for the first time, perfect prints at the

International Exhibition of that year. He then demon-
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strated his method of development before the Society

Fran^aise de Photographie, but as he would neither supply

his paper nor communicate the method of preparation, that

Society was incredulous and awarded him a medal for

results only. The paper as now supplied was first placed

upon the market in 1893. It will be admitted that we have

in it a carbon paper of a very high degree of excellence.

The blacks are intense, and, if desired, the whites may be

retained with great purity and brilliancy. The surface is

delightfully soft in texture and the scale and gradation of

tone unusually extended.

The'paper is supplied unsensitised and in that state will, of

course, keep indefinitely. It appears however to vary in

quality. The emulsions used do not seem to have always a

constant power of resistance to the temperature of the water

used in developing. They may, in fact, be divided into two

categories : that (and this is unusual) in which development

may be effected at a temperature of 60 to '65 F., and that

which requires to be attacked at a temperature of F. 80 or

higher.

The earlier method of sensitising was a tedious and uncer-

tain one through the back of the paper, but as was shown at

the Photographic Salon Conference in 1894, a simpler way

that by immersion, is quite as efificacious. At first, also,

development was effected with baths of comparatively high

temperature. Now, it is practically cold throughout, at least

at a temperature no higher than that of water in summer.

To sensitise, prepare a two per cent, solution of bichromate

of potash in a flat dish. In summer the strength of this

solution should be reduced to one and a half per cent. Im-

merse the paper in this gendy to avoid air-bubbles, and hang
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up by one corner to dry in the dark. As the pigmented

surface is very tender and easily rubbed off, it is convenient

to put a little metal clip at each corner of the paper, to lay

it on the bed of the dish, flow the solution over and handle

by the clips only.

Exposure is made with an actinometer in the usual way,

and the paper when freshly sensitised may be said to be about

three times as rapid as silver paper, say about the same as

DEVELOPING.

platinotype. For development, very finely pulverised saw-

dust (a special preparation, to be obtained with the paper)

is generally used.

Of course this is of no necessity. A brush, rocking, laving,

flowing from a sponge, plain water, and other ways would
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develop in time ; but the sawdust, by its soft rubbing action

and adaptability to different conditions of exposure, is very

useful.

Make, therefore, in a large, very deep earthenware pan, a

thick soup of this sawdust and cold water, and have ready

a coffee pot or similar utensil with a very wide (about an inch

wide) spout. After exposure take the paper and place it in

water at as near as possible 65 deg. (not more). In a minute

or so a faint image will be seen. Lay the paper on a sheet

of glass, and placing this on an easel over the pan, or hold-

ing it in the hand, pour the sawdust mixture along the top

of the print, letting it run back into the earthenware pan. At

first the sawdust mixture should be taken from the top
;

afterwards, by dipping down and stirring up, it may be taken

thicker. The character of the negative and the degree of

exposure will determine the thickness of the developing mix-

ture and the manner of applying it. Every now and again

a dash of cold water will reveal the picture and satisfy us as

to the progress of the development, and finally, the usual

alum bath to discharge the bichromate and harden the pig-

ment, will complete the print. Development must continue

until the print is considerably lighter than it is desired

to be when completed, as it darkens very much on drying.

Throughout, the operations have been with cold water

only. There has been no anxious inspection of thermome-

ters, no squeegeeing, no transfer from one support to another,

no pressure between blotting boards ; we can suspend and

take up development where we will ; there is no film to

blister and leave the paper, no safe edge to make to the

negative and, finally, there is no reversal, end for end, of the

picture, but a true positive from a negative.
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The whole process of development, in the case of a cor-

rectly, exposed print ought to be complete m a! minute or

less. If it takes longer the exposure has been wrongly timed.

In cases where we deliberately seek for particular effects,

very prolonged exposure and subsequent special treatment

give a power of altering the general character of the print

and of modifying the rich velvety black to a more delicate

engraving or pencil-like effect. But we prefer at present to

consider the paper in its more automatic character.



CHAPTER VI.

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

T T is not to be imagined that the system of printing which

we have described is one which will meet the taste of

all who occupy themselves with photography, or that it

will be in consonance with the views of those whose pre-

ferences are, for the most part, towards mechanical and

automatic procedures. Neither can it be pretended to be a

simple or an easy process : there is little of the " press the

button " character about it.

Whether or no photo aqua-tinting may strictly be termed

pure photography may perhaps be matter of opinion. It

is at any rate photography, and for those who judge with

discrimination will always preserve a distinctly photographic

character. It is true that the results differ from the earlier

type, and a very few years back might easily have been

taken, at first sight, for chalk or water-colour drawings.

This, in fact, they are, for there is nothing left on the paper

but pure water-colour, with just sufficient gum to hold it in

permanence.

At a recent exhibition, referring to one 'of these pictures,

a painter was asked, " Supposing such a photograph had

been sent in to an ordinary exhibition:of pictures—of course,

nowadays with your knowledge of our methods you would

recognise it as a photograph—but what would you have
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said a few years back if it had been sent without any indi-

cation ? " He replied, " Well, I should have said, what's

the man about ; why is he working in this photographic sort

of way ? " And so, of course, it is. The photographic way

appears to those trained in other systems to be wrong, but

we have no desire to hide it, or to admit that it is wrong.

On the contrary, we wish to uphold it, and to say emphati-

cally that these results must be in essence photographic ; at

least, as much so as in other photographs where licence is

permitted.

We must fully recognise the limitations of our medium.

There is no necessity to alter its characteristics ; our avowed

purpose is to accept them, and our endeavour to express

ourselves by frankly making use of the means at our dis-

posal. We may set up our own standard without reference,

of necessity, to the conventions and principles established

by other methods. The photographic character will always

remain, for those who are capable of discovering it. If, in

the phase of transition through which we are, perhaps, now

passing there may appear to be an ill-defined purpose, it is

the natural result of the struggle to be free from the

trammels imposed by those who, inspired by feelings of an

entirely different character, sought to govern by the same

laws two opposite and distinct appHcations of photography.

It is necessary to say here a few words concerning the

legitimacy of the licence in practice to which we just now

referred. We are entitled to ask from those who may op-

pose it that they should be consistent and logical in their

condemnation ; that is to say, that they cannot be permitted to

approve here and to condemn there according to individual

inchnation or the reverse. Now practices in photography which

4
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appear to be universally condoned are vignetting, sunning

down, adding clouding, matt varnishing and scraping off,

shading with the hand, a cloth, or in other ways while

printing, with many others. How often do we see a figure

posed against a background, on which all sorts of accessories

—furniture, steps, balustrades, windows with rays of light

streaming in, landscapes even—have been painted, and if

nothing more remains, purely photographic, than the prin-

cipal figure, still no objection is made to the photographic

character of the whole. Suppose it were possible to apply

selective development to negative making, would it not be

practised ?

It would, of course, be easy to multiply examples and

parallel cases. The whole gist of the question lies in

this : Is a photograph to be rigidly produced by mechanism,

or are assistance and modification by the skill and craft of

the artist to be allowed ?

It is not to be contended that we advocate such practices

as, for instance, the addition of any absolutely new matter

to the print ; that we are in favour of such liberty as would

allow the painting in, say of a tree or flower where none

would be produced through the medium of the negative.

But it is impossible to draw any hard and fast line. The

conscience of the artist will alone accuse or absolve him.

Neither is there any essential difference in this respect

between the method of photo-aquatinting and others

;

such, for example, as platinum printing and the use of

glycerine in the modification of tone by keeping back

portions of the print. In itself the development may be

carried out in an absolutely mechanical manner, say by

soaking in water until the soluble parts are washed away.
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Few, however, will deny that the latitude at our disposal, if

intelligently used, is of infinite value. It constitutes the

beauty and the essence of the system, and it would be

drawing a very fine distinction indeed to say that here there

is no art.

An objection to be anticipated is that in using the

methods we have -described, the result does not truly re-

present the original negative. But what has the beholder

of a picture to do with a negative ? The true test is that

an intelligent and artistic observer shall see no incon-

gruities forcibly apparent. The public does not want a

scientific expert's opinion, for it does not come to a

picture gallery to be instructed in chemistry and optics.

We must be prepared to hear these results qualified as

imitations, but the charge is scarcely justifiable. The

resemblance, which is called imitation, cannot or need not

be avoided. We work in photography upon similar prin-

ciples to those which govern other monochrome systems.

There is nothing contrary to the art of painting by h'ght

when we produce an enamel which is like a miniature

painting, a platinum print which recalls a mezzotint, a

photogravure which is truly an etching, or a carbon print

which is truly a drawing by light in pure carbon and

therefore may be like a charcoal drawing. None of these

arts has a monopoly which is disturbed in the same way as

when water colour trenches upon the technique of an oil

painting.

There is one point of view which is important. It is

that we must submit to have our pictures judged upon other

grounds than those which govern our appreciation of the

mechanically produced photographic print. We have but
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lately begun to practise these more personal methods, and

faults of arrangement, of harmony, and of light and shade

have been tolerated with perhaps too much lenience at

our exhibitions. But a greater discrimination will doubtless

before long be applied. Efforts admittedly crude, and glar-

ing in falsity, will not deserve acceptance merely on account

of difficulties overcome, and of the novelty of the system.

Less and less will credit be given for qualities due to the

machine, or the model, or to nature's own arrangement.



POSTSCRIPT.

^TNCE the above pages have been in type, a modijication of

some i7npo7'tance in the method of coati?tg the paper has

suggested itself.

Certain difficulties will so?)tetiffies occur, of which the causes

are not always appare7it. For instance, using perhaps precisely

the same procedure as we may have done before with success, a

print will develop itself clear and brilliaiit, but, shortly before

becoming dry, the film will melt and run andpresently leave

nothing 7nore than a smudgy mass. 07t the other hand, the paper

when freshly coated with the proper proportion of the coloured

mixture will sometimes befound to be stai7ied with colour to such

a degree, even without a7ty exposure to light, as seriously to inter-

fere with the subseq7ie7tt development.

Now the principal char7n o^ the method of pri7tting which we

have described lies i7i the peculiarly soft and delicate character of

the image produced by a certain a7nount of meWng a7id ru7t7iing

dow7t or 7ni7igli7ig together duri7tg devclop77ie7it, or dryings of the

sensitised and exposedpig7nent. But if this co7tdition takes place

in excess of requirements, the result is, as we have said, a con-

fused and smudgy 77iass. Oft the other hand, if it does not occur

at all we 77iayhave a hard image, apictu7'e, in fact, ofthe soil and

whitewash type. We require, therefore, to be able to restrain these

tende7icies within limits anito control a7idguide them accordi7ig

to our wishes.

It was while casti7ig about for 7'emedies agaifist the 7nelting

prope7isities of the film under certain co7tditio)is, and the colour-

stai7iing of the paper under others, that an e7ttirely 7iew principle
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upon which to work suggested itst If to tcs. This newer method

appears in several ways to facilitate the actual preparation of the

paper, and to possess distinctive advantages from the point of

view of results.

It consists in sensitising the paper in the first place and then

applying thegum a7td colour, instead of coating with a inixtm'e of

gum, colour, and sensitising agents. Very sivtple indeed—as

simple a matter as the balancing of Colu??ibus' egg—butwe think

that it has not been noted before, o>' at any rate published zuith

regard to anyform of carbo7i printing.

The paper, that, is to be first of all soaked in a ten per cent,

solution of bichromate ofpotash for about two minutes, rocking

the dish the while, to avoid air bubbles. It is then dried (bone

dry), and is readyfor coating in the maimerpreviously described,

the coating mixture consisting ofgum at twenty per cent, and a

sufficieficy of colour. We reduce the strength of the gum by

one-half because it is not now so reduced by the bichromate

solution.

The sensitiveness of the paper is increased to an e?iormous

extent. Instead of being, as in the earlier system, three or four

times slower than chloride or plati7iU7n paper, it is now quite as

rapidas either, or as ordi7iary caj'bon tissue : even 7nore sensitive

perhaps. U7iexposed, the film dissolves and leaves the paper

pure, so that the edges of a print protected by the rebates of the

fra77ie are quite white, and the high lights ofthe picture, also, are

77iore a7nenable to control. This is espcc ally marked with black

a7id brow7i pig77te7tts, which formerly were very apt to stain.

The rationale of this system would appear to be that each

molecule of the pig7ne7ttedgum with which the dried bichro77iate

paper is coated absorbs, or is in co7itact with, just its 77iolecule of

bichro7nate a7id 7io more. The rest of the bichro77tate, protected

by the coating of colour, is probably vc7y little acted upon.

I7t our earliest essays on the newer syste77i we foimd that the

intagcs were apt to be hard; the high lights dissolved away too
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quickly and cleanly. This, however, clearly resultedfroiii zvrojtg

proportions of the materials used, and so again, as we laid down

in a precedi7ig chapter, we shall not attempt to give an empirical

forymda. A very little patience and practice will teach each

worker what is bestfor his own requirements.

The general practice is, we think, rendered more easy. We

may ttow se?isitise as ma?ty sheets ofpaper as we like in advajtce,

we ca7i keep our colours mixed with water i?i any quantity^

and have only to add, as required, in equal proportions,

gum solution of the desired strength {i.e., at abottt \o per centi)

There is in this way also,far less waste. The results appear to

be much more certain, and if we remember how very seiisitive

the film is and that where formerly, perhaps, four actiftometer

tints were reqtiired, less than one will suffice, failures will not so ^

often occur.
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Yenus"
ARTISTIC

Printing=©ut Paper.
Produces Prints like Sepia Drawings.

Perfect Matt Surface,

SMOOTH, MEDIUIVI, and VERY ROUGH GRADES.

Silk, Satin, and other Materials produced by same process ; also

Whatman's Imitation Creswick Paper

(Price 1/10 per packet) gives very fine artistic results.

PapeP, 1/- Packet. Silk, 4/- Packet. Satin, 3/- Packet.

''Venus'' Negative Intensifier,

Most useful for Local or Complete Intensification.

ARTISTIC PRINTING, ENLARGING, AND MOUNTING.

The "VENUS" ART MOUNTS.

Sole Makers

—

The PHOTOGRAPHIC ART
DEVELOPMENT CO., Ltd.,

Papchmope Road, Thopnton Heath, SURREY.
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SILVER MEDAL, PARIS, 1900,

^y#%1i%#|%P" The New Carbon

wXiwI IlCiH Printing Process,

without Actinometer Transfer or Safe Edge.

A distinctly visible image is printed upon paper coated with the patent

Ozotype Sensitising Solution. This initial photograph is fixed by simply
washing in water, and can at any time be pigmented by the application of

a coloured pigment plaster in a bath containing a very dilute solution of

Acetic Acid and a reducing agent. The development is conducted as in the

ordinary Carbon process.

THE PATENTED SENSITISING SOLUTION and PIGMENT
PLASTERS, in a variety of colours and sizes, can be obtained at most
Photographic Dealers, or from

THE OZOTYPE COMPANY,
1, Weedington Road, Kentish Town,

LONDON, N.W.

"FOTONIC" Blotting Paper
3for pbotograpbere.

"A capital material for drying prints; stout, durable, absorben t

and without fluffy surface."

—

Amateur Photographer.

To be had from any Photographic Dealer, or direct from -

L. S. DIXON & CO., Ltd.,
38, CABLE STREET, LIVERPOOL.

All Wide-awake Photographers, Artists, and Publishers, should use the

2^11^1! Photo Autocopyist.
1^" A simplified form of Collotype, without the use of Glass Plates, expensive

Press, and other elaborate Plant.

Photographers are able to reproduce an unlimited number ofPERMANENT
PRINTS from Negatives, in any colour, on glazed or matt surface
papers, equal to SILYER, PLATINOTYPE, or Bromide Prints.

(Great saving of time and expense over the ordinary way of printing.)

The AUTOCOPYIST CO., 64, Queen Victoria Street, LONDON, E.C.
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If you are Purchasing

i>h:otograi>h:ic goods
OF ANY MAKE OR DESCRIPTION,

either for CASH
or

EXTENDED PAYMENTS,
^^'

Service Photographic Society,

292, HIGH HOLBORH, LOHDOH, W.C.
can offer you

SPECIAL ADVANTAGES.
Before Ordering YOU WILL BE WISE

to drop a post-card stating requirements.

We can supply everything you want, and
meet your convenience as to payment.

STANDARD BOOKS ON THE LANTERN
AND LANTERN=SLIDE MAKING.

THE BOOK OF THE LANTERN.
By T. C. Hepworth, F.C.S. A Practical Guide to the working of the

Optical (or Magic) Lantern—either as an Educational Instrument for

Exhibition Purposes, or as an Enlarging Apparatus for Photographers.

With full and precise Directions for Making and Colouring Lantern

Pictures. 2^- ^^i postage 3a?.

THE LANTERN-SLIDE MANUAL.
By John A. Hodges, Author of "Elementary Photography,"

"Practical Enlarging," etc. A complete Practical Guide to Lantern-

Slide Making by all processes. With numerous diagrams. Crown

8vo, cloth. 2f., postage 3^.

London : HAZELL, WATSON, & VINEY, Ld., I, Creed Lane, EX.
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THE 'HOLIDAY"
A really good Portable Lamp for

Amateur Photographers.

Equally useful for changing plates when
touring, or for the Dark Room.

PRICE 1016 each.

Candles, 1/- per l)ox.

Also the well-known

"PERFECTION"
LAMP.

PRICE 211- each.

Candles, 1/6 per box.

OF ALL DEALERS.HOLIDAY LAMP.
OPEN FOR USE.

PACKED FOR
TRAVELLING.

PERFECTION
LAMP.

If you cannot obtain, write to

BENHAM & FROUD,LTD.,
—-~
Chandos St., LONDON, W.C

Since 1877 the "London** Plates have been used by
the foremost workers, both Amateur and Pro-

fessional, in all parts of the world, under various

and trying conditions.

To-day they are known everywhere as being unequalled

in facility of manipulation and excellence of results,

and ofttimes the only plates usable under extreme
climatic conditions.

WRATTEN & WAINWRIQHT, Croydon.

By Appointment to H.E. THE GOVERNOR of BOMBAY.

5, Hummum Street, Fort, BOMBAY.
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Cumierc's Scientific Deoelopers^

Hydramine and Dianol
Invaluable for every

class of work.

Lumiere's new Porcelaine Paper
(Patent).

Finest Matt Surface,

Velvety soft grain

(in all usual sizes).

Lumiere's Citrate P.O.P.
The secret of the high-

class Continental work
(Shilling packets in all usual sizes).

Monckhoven's Permanent

Carbon Tissues.

Eighteen Colours,

Many New Tints.

Interesting and instructiue pamphlets with fullest par-

ticulars sent post free on application to—

Lm Gaumont & Co-^
Soie British Agents,

25, Cecil Court, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.
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CHEM. FABRiK
AUF ACTIEN
VORm
E. SCHERING

CHEMICALS
FOR
PHOTOGRAPHY.

/\SK FOR

AND

SEE YOU GET

SCBERING'S.

«^-@XX9^

ADUROL. A Nevr >l':v^
Developer. I **^^

The monobromide substitute for Hydrokinone, having
many advantages ; it works as rapidly as any developer,
is easily controlled, gives a brilliant negative with excel-
lent gradations of density and ample detail. Does not
stain, and keeps indefinitely.

ANTHION gffinator. t^
A dilute solution (i in 200) ; completely removes all traces
of Hypo from plates or papers in two washings, leaving no
deleterious salt in the gelatine.

CELLOIDINE msoPatent
Pyroxylin.

Neither combustible nor explosive, giving, on being dis-
solved, a colourless, clear solution that can be instantly
iodised without loss of time.

For Hardening
Gelatine.PHOTO-FORIYIALIN.

"The best remedy for all forms of softening of the gelatine
film is formalin."

ACID PYROGALLIC. t;i^
The standard make for purity, capability, and appearance.

HYDROKINONE. t^
As renowned as Schering's Pyro.

IVIAGNESIUIYI. t;^
Ribbon, Wire, or Powder.

SODIUM. 1^
Acetate. Carbonate, Sulphite, Phosphate, etc., etc.

AIVIIVIONIUIVI. t;i^
Bromide, Sulphocyanide, etc., etc

POTASS I UIYI. t^
Carbonate, Bromide, Chloroplatinite, etc.

AND ALL NECESSARY SALTS.

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENTS

A. & M. ZIMMERMANH, 9 & IG, St. Mary-at-HUI, London, E.C.




